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I think everyday should feel like poetry. 

Today has felt like a dream instead. 

I guess that is close enough. 

                         --Jessica Hoffart 
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Derek McCallum 

Gaps to Fill 
 

There is potential here, 

in these gaps that follow. 

 

- 
 

The satisfaction that comes, 

could keep me content. 

 

- 
 

Enough so I could stop, 

 

 

- 
 

If I could fill them with thoughts, 

than I would have something real. 

 

- 
 

I find these gaps are hard to fill, 

it seems the truth is lost. 

 

- 
 

Until that moment, 

ah! That moment. 
- 

- 

- 
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Bhalachandra Sahaj 

Lineage 

The lines on paper 

tell the fiction of words. 

I cannot restrict the shadows 

of their symbols no more than I 

can take away my birth. 

 

There are colors that deepen 

with syllables, and shades 

that fade with tense - 

I could take away their lineaments,  

but even empty branches wait 

for a cipher to name its home. 

 

I will hold them 

that they may slip away - 

press them to a sheet 

that they may disappear. 
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Deborah Caplow 

Quero fazer contigo o que a primavera faz com as cerejeiras, Portugal, 2009, 
digital photograph 
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Trading Away Treasures  

Lisa deCrais  
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Katherine Seidemann 

To Alter Lives 

   

start writing poetry  

to alter lives, to steer in the direction of waterless, unmapped territories, to chase  

the rabbit from the moon, to extinguish Plato's shadows, to undermine gravity, to draw  

energy, to provoke morals. Make art 

that leaves the audience feeling the moment of indecision  

 

the first view of the crowd from the podium, the third gasp for air, the temptation  

to taste milk to prove it has gone sour, the skid on the black ice,  

oops of the hairdresser,  

the itch centered between shoulder blades, the snap of bone, the shiver  

of air-conditioning when there is none, the whiff of smoke in the stairwell, 

 

 

the candied flavor of antifreeze, the sweet almond smell of strychnine,  

the unbridled sweetness of sin. Remember yourself 

to alter lives 
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Linda Edwards-Bey 

                

I am from, 

Land of soaring hills 

Land of Lion Mountains, 

 

Surrounded on the West by water rich with fish, 

East, abundant wildlife and tropical rainforest, 

Land of diamond, gold, and iron ore, 

But most are still poor. 

 

Years of growing up, 

With no care in the world, 

Then came the war, 

And all hell broke loose. 

 

Oh, back in the day, 

Children running barefoot, 

Echoes of laughter moving like wildfire, 

Many a glad day together. 

 

-deo-  

 

Halleluiah, Halleluiah, 

Songs from Sunday morning worship. 
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Linda Edwards-Bey 

Oh yes, lest I forget, 

I am from, 

 

 

 

Wide hips and full lips, 

 

 

Yes, I am from, 

Land of the tasty egusi soup, 

Found at the local cookery joint, 

Meat sauce simmering over three stone fireside, 

The sound of mortar and pestle, 

 

 

Home sweet home, 

Oh how I missed thee, 

-  

 

Yes, riding the Mabonto Express, 

Falling asleep to the rocking comfort of each pothole jolt, 

 

Yes, let me have cold water to quench my thirst please, 

Knowing that my thirst is deep within, 

Thirst that feels like lightning bolt, 

Jolt me back to reality oh, 
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Linda Edwards-Bey 

And yet the question still remains, 

How could we? 

How could we? 

Allow ourselves to be led astray, 

For the love of money and greed, 

How could we be so brutal to each other? 

 

As the saying goes, 

Life must go on, 

 

Time and time again, 

I drift off into sweet dreams down yonder, 

Thinking of those days when life was a wonder. 

 

I am from, 

Land of diamond, gold, and iron ore, 

So much more than I can even mention, 

So I ask, why must our people suffer? 

Yet I know the struggle continues. 
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Ann Hemmons 

The Hundred Times We Were Commended to God 
 

Good-byes are what my life has been. I understand now why I never really had a relationship 
with my parents. They were always telling me and my siblings good-bye (God be with ye).  
Every time they commended us to God in their prayers they were saying good-bye. Every time 

-

trusting them to God, you tell them good-bye. (Commend: late 14c., from Latin commendare "to 
entrust to," from com- intens. prefix + mandare "to commit to one's charge". Adieu: late 14c., from Old 
French adieu, from phrase a dieu (vous) commant "I commend (you) to God," from a "to" (from Latin 
ad) + dieu "God," from Latin. deum, acc. of deus "god," from PIE *deiwos -- originally said to the party 
left; farewell was to the party setting forth.)  

 

Good-byes are always about sacrifice. They are always about giving up something for the sake 
of another (Sacred: From Old French sacrer (12c.), from Latin sacrare "to make sacred, consecrate," 
from sacer (gen. sacri) "sacred, dedicated, holy, accursed," from Old Latin saceres, which Tucker con-
nects to base *saq- "bind, restrict, enclose, protect," explaining that "words for both 'oath' & 'curse' are 
regularly words of 'binding.'")  We were cursed. We were bound, restricted, enclosed, and pre-
served for a higher power. We were presented, placed before, shown, exhibited for God and 

to be commended to God by way of the sacred.  

 

Good-byes are always about going away. In commending us to God we also became a witness 
of this transaction. We became the evidence of the faith in God. We became re-presentatives, 

-mitted to 
script (Script: "a writing, book, law, line, mark, to scratch an outline, sketch. From base *sker- "cut, 
incise" (cf. O.E. sceran "cut off, shear, hack or O.N. skript "penance". Commit: late 14c., from L. com-
mittere "to bring together," from com- "together" + mittere "to put, send."). We became the platform 
for the outline, the sketch which would then be cut, sheared, and than put together. Having 
been manipulated and reconstructed we were now different. We were estranged, a thing de-
voted.  We belonged to God now, we were aliens. We were prepared by special process to 
answer to that which was invoked, meaning we had to always be on the move. We became 
the bodies sent to a foreign land on political business, the messengers. Wherever God was 
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Laura Hall 

And all the Spoils 
 

There is a trend now, 
Pop-Culture bags. 
Girls with 

The Dracula and  
Marilyn 22 
on their 
cotton containers. 

The muse 
inevitably 
neglected, 
inspiration  
comes free. 
The avant is 
Edie and her cigarettes. 
No one ever 
told them 
Warhol is the shrew. 

The reason  
Dora Marr weeps, 
capacity usurped, 
again. 
Broken dignitaries, 
women underfoot, 
open books and paint. 
Never mind the bucks 

 
and Olympia. 
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Enter the Polyculturalism,  

Cary Yun Chen Chou  
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Cate Foster 

 

Duomo, Milano, black & white photograph 
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Cate Foster 

Looking Through the Keyhole 
 

 On one of the many hilltops in Rome stands a small orange grove. A stone 

wall runs near the grove. In the middle of this wall is a gate, and in the middle of this 

gate is a rather unassuming wooden door, which is locked. The keyhole is perfectly 
shaped to fit one of those antique skeleton keys. I know the shape of this keyhole be-

cause I once looked through it. 

 I was brought to this orange grove by a Roman cab driver named Marino. 
Marino was a pleasant man in his late 50s who had an unpolished exterior. He 

looked like a retired New England fisherman. 

 Marino was the unofficial tour guide of Rome for my mother and me. He 
spoke very little English, although his English far surpassed our Italian. My Italian 
consisted of turning what I could remember from my French and Spanish classes 
into Italian-sounding cognates, as well as some miscellaneous Latin legal terms that I 
recalled from my days as a paralegal. This was only slightly more effective than my 

 
 Surprisingly, the three of us learned quite a bit about each other as we toured 

the city, despite the obvious and sometimes embarrassing language barrier. For exam-

ple, we learned that Marino had an uncle who lived in Manchester. It would be im-

possible to relate the convoluted conversation that occurred in order to learn this bit 

untapped communication tools that can work wonders for overcoming the lack of a 

common language. 
 I studied Ancient Rome just like every other high school history student. Aca-
demically I understood the significance of their artistic and architectural accomplish-

picture in, of all things, a textbook. In one afternoon, with one small keyhole, Mar-
ino was able to make me see things in a whole new light. 
 He was fiercely proud of his city. Having lived in Rome his entire life, he 
knew every back alley and short cut; a valuable commodity for a cab driver and no  
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Cate Foster 

easy feat in a city like Rome. He took us to the Coliseum, the Spanish Steps, the Pan-

theon. We saw the balcony where Mussolini once stood, but that was only in passing. 

It was far too modern to warrant a stop. With a pride that was so intense it surpassed 
being haughty and instead became endearing, Marino made sure we saw only the 

that works equally well in Italian as it does in English, and mom and I soon learned 

to stop asking. 

 The only other time we heard more displeasure from Marino was when he 

the ground had we not been inside his impeccably and surprisingly neat cab. 
 Our tour concluded with our trip to the orange grove. After enjoying the 

view, Marino led us over to the door in the wall. We were not the only ones there. A 

group of three or four middle-aged women were in line to peer through the keyhole 
of this door. And they were taking their own sweet time about it, too. What could 

possibly be so interesting on the other side of that door that would warrant making 

the rest of us wait? I determined that I would not be so rude and inconsiderate. 
 When it was finally my turn, I bent forward to take my quick peek. And 

ino. He was grinning from ear to ear, knowing he had just shared a beautiful secret 
 

  

 On the other side of the door was a garden, and through this garden, directly 
in line with the keyhole, was a perfectly straight path, lined with trees on each side. 

exact center of the path, which was framed in the exact center of the keyhole. The 
precision, the planning, and the delicious unexpectedness of this sight took my  
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breath away. The late afternoon sun cast a rosy glow over everything, and seemed to 

I had seen that day, and indeed on that entire two-week trip through Europe, sud-

things with my mind and instead looked at them with my heart. This exquisite detail 

of artistic engineering was made all the more special because of its hidden nature. 
Anyone could find the Coliseum, but this was an epiphany that had to be searched 

for.  

 I learned several things on that winter afternoon in the orange grove. I 
learned there is a Roman taxi driver who really does have a British uncle. I learned 
that my mother should never have been issued a passport. And I learned that even a 
locked door can open up a new world, if you just know where to look. 
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Kelsey Agnes Volkert 

Brisbane:  A Travelogue  
 

10/14/09 

 

The flight is unremarkable until 

 flying over Los Angeles, 

 the windows demonstrate a thousand million lights in blocks and streams.  

More  lights than could ever seem real, but here, now,  

they are an infinite quilt. 

 Overwhelmed, I pull closed my window shade.   

 

10/15/09 

 

I am served champagne 

Given a small bag of  

Sundries-  

Mouthwash, toothbrush, earplugs,  

 And soft black socks-  

We are served inedible meals and  

 Lukewarm beverages.  

I sip black tea and watch Star Trek.  

A day is eaten up in the time zones and  

 The vast empty crossing of the pacific.  

 

10/16/09 

 

I am sniffed by dogs at customs 

Questioned.  

Confused, tired,  

Eventually they let me go.  
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Kelsey Agnes Volkert 

My cab driver does not know 

The names of the trees-  

The beautiful lavender flowering 

 Or the sketchy greens.  

He does not know Charlotte street,  

 Or the Oak Towers,  

But his GPS safely delivers me 

 And I overtip in my gratitude.  

 

* * *  

 

Sleep is a dark place.  
I wish I could store it, camel like,  

So that now it would not  

Overwhelm me.  

 

***  

Here the sodas at restaurants  are in  

Small glass bottles-  

No free refills-  

And all made with cane sugar,  

Sweeter and stranger.  

I hope they recycle the bottles.  

 

10/17/09 

 

These time shifts have normalized me- nocturnal me. Here I am, up at 9. 

We, my love and I, walk through Queen Street and eat at an open air restaurant. I have eggs 
Florentine with beautiful meaty mushrooms and yellowgold hollandaise sauce. The egg yolks 
disgust me, but otherwise it is perfect.  

 There are strange birds in this city:  

Ibises, curved beaks and dirty feathers- they were here before the city and now they wander 
the streets, looking confused by the commotion and pavement around the trees.  
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Along the river is a beach-  

An artifice of imported sand 

And false waterfalls.  

 I find the sand bewitching and wade about like a child, smiling at the cool 
brilliance of water, warm sand, and sky.  

10/18/09 

 

Up reasonably early and by 10:30 

Catching a taxi to the  

Lone Pine Koala Reserve 

Touristy yes, but 

Animals are so essential, really 

 

The poor cab driver,  

Lost and confused,  

meter stopped while he 

swerves and brakes 

sickeningly.  

 

At the sanctuary, finally, we see :  

bats, owls, cockatiels, parrots, wild turkeys, water dragons (freely wandering), 

  other lizards, the most venomous snake in the world, Tasmanian devils, 

  wombats, Monitor Lizards, a crocodile, emus, kangaroos, and koalas.  

We feed the kangaroos, their faces like deer, and dark lashed eyes.  
I hold a koala and feel  

Strangely connected 

Warm 

Like a benevolent goddess.  

Yet afraid-  

Nature so close, but changed, and tamed by the closeness.  
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10/20/09 

 

Walking over the bridge, I wonder suddenly what my dress would look like if I jumped over 
the side. I want a painting of it- shoes dropping ahead of me, skirt fluttering or streaming 
upward and back- my arms outstretched to the water. I do not jump.  

 

For dinner, I have a pot of mussels that look like genitalia and taste like the sea.  

 

Later, we watch a movie at a theater. The ads tell us not to pirate movies, gamble too much, 
sunbathe, or smoke. Drinking vodka to the point of hallucination seems to be acceptable. In 

may have Herpes. I ponder this information, bemused, while we walk back through the cool 
night streets.   

 

10/21/09 

 

Sitting in a café outside Starbucks 

Where I was gently derided for not knowing 

What a sausage roll is.  

This is apparently something even a child should know.  

But I am an American and can be excused.  

My sausage roll tastes strange.  
I give up on journaling and  

 Go shopping instead.  

 

10/23/09 

 

If you were wondering, 

 Crocodile tastes oddly like chicken. 

 Emu is rich and gamey.  

 And a possum sausage is something you may want to avoid.  
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10/25/09 

 

Beach Haikus poorly reflect the color of the ocean or the textured skins of the red-orange-
purple  

starfish that we toss back into the waves.   

 

Salty surrender,  

I tumble down to silted depths 

And am reborn.  

                                                      

Warm Sepulcher-                                                             

He buries me in sand,                                                      
Loving entrapment.                                                      

 

* * *  

I revel in my sunburn-  

 Savoring the cost of such joy.  

 

2/27/09 

 

In the airport again,  

 Buying my last Australian coke and a postcard.  

  I want to run back through security-  

   Escape my return to  

    America and everyday life.  

 Goodbye, Brisbane.  
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Mona Halcomb 
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Jessica Hoffart 

Why not? 

 

 

What do we need the earth for anyway?  

making us worry 

about our concrete 

and glass buildings 

Let us fill in the cracks  

And cut down the trees 

To make what we need,  

Let us take what we need  
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Danette Davis 

Bubbles in Tokyo (self portrait), photograph  
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Bhalachandra Sahaj 

These Coins 

These coins that I hold  

have been lifted by mass murderers,  

clutched by the dreaming hands of children  

kept like a stone inside  

the president's wallet.  

They have rattled against the sidewalk  

on a street in Harlem,  

tumbled into the settled tide  

of Lake Michigan,  

singed on train tracks  

by a locomotive from Mississippi.  

  

These coins that I hold  

are the names of this nation.  

They cannot forget their bodies  

as much as we cannot forget ours.  

No one wants to give up  

what they hold.  
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John Mulinski 

Cement Shoes 

 Walking with cement shoes is hard.  The park is down the block and to the left.  

There is a pier I can go out onto, far enough into the lake where the water is high enough 

some friends to come and walk me to the pier.  They beg and shout at me the whole way 

there.  The water will drown out their voices.  We pass by a convenience store opened 24/7.  

I want cinnamon rolls, so I buy a tube of frozen cinnamon rolls and bring it home.  I remove 

 

  

store.  I walk outside barefoot, still in my underwear.  My neighbors are home and they look 

something.  I picked up my feet and left.   

 I fell to the ground, and kept falling through.  I passed by rocks, dead people, oil 

pipes, buried treasure, and even the fossil of a monster.  I kept falling until I found the cen-

kept flying higher.  I passed by some clouds, which were embarrassed to see a flying boy in his 

underwear.  They rained warm water on everyone, and it felt as good as a shower.   

 

according to scientists.  But I was there, and I got to meet a wishing star.  I told the wishing 
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I just walked away, looking for my own happiness. 
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Heather Hughes Griffin 

 

 

She endures  

 

Eurydice. 

 

The serpent has found her already. 

Red-brown dirt hems her skirt and 

Sweet, red flowers are crushed in her hair. 

 

Unwitting. 

Ingénue. 

Barefoot and sun-kissed, 

She lies on the Earth. 

Her dying hand to the gods as 

A silent screaming plea 

That no god will answer. 

 

Our poor Eurydice. 
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Fairy Tale Noir 

 

It's difficult to outline egg yolk with chalk. Until it settles and dries up a bit, it doesn't want 

to stay still. Just slowly creeps along the ground. Like blood. 

Not sure what to make of this case. The deceased's name was Dumpty. Something of a village 

idiot. He didn't do much outside of stand around with a blank expression on his face. Most 

would describe him as slow. He had no criminal record. Just another law-abiding citizen until 

a fifty foot wall and gravity left him dead. 

Was it a simple accident, suicide or homicide? 

Something about this case bothers me. Maybe it's my high cholesterol. 

I'm tense and a little unhinged. My wife kicked me out of our shoe and she's hitting me up 

for child support. The rest of my crew is walking on eggshells around me. "You're stepping on 

evidence ya damn amateurs!" What I'd give for another competent detective on the force. 

 

The lab boys run the yolk and white samples from the crime scene as well as examining the 

shell remains. 

"Toxicology was clean," Anderson tells me. "Although from the looks of this report he was 

ready to succumb to heart failure or Atherosclerosis at any second." 

"Cute. Grimm told me you found something interesting." 

"Indeed I did. Take a look at this." He leads me to a microscope. "The fractures on this shell 

fragment coincide with a fall off a fifty foot wall onto concrete." Anderson changes the slide 

and I focus. "This fragment however shows trauma from a blunt object. And it's a crown 

piece." 

I look up from the microscope. "So somebody cracked the egg's head before the ground 

scrambled him?" 

"Exactly." 

 

Loose talk paints Dumpty in a slightly less innocent light. Turns out he was doing leg work 

for the local mob boss. A Big Bad character involved in extortion, jury tampering and mur-

der. All charges we haven't been able get a conviction out of. Whether the egg knew who he 

was doing errands for is unclear, but it's beginning to look like he might've seen something 

he shouldn't have. 
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Driving back to my apartment having exhausted my resources, I start to think about the sim-

pler times. Before organized crime, prostitution and drugs were commonplace in this city. 

My job was a lot more boring then. 

I pull up in front of my apartment, finish my smoke and start another on the way up the 

stairs. The light above my doorway is out. I draw my gun as I notice my lock's been busted 

and hear footsteps inside. 

I kick the door open, hit the light and aim but there's nothing left but an open window. In 

the kitchen there's a message spelled out in eggshells: STOP. 
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Reconstitution of Orpheus 

 

Rock star. 

 She was looking at me. She looked me in the eye. Looking past my pupils. Past my 

irises. She was looking past my eyes.  

Rock star. 

 She had the beautiful eyes. Brown eyes. My eyes are blue, but hers were brown. Big 

brown eyes. Brown eyed girl. Not hazel. Not chocolate. Big, beautiful, brown blinking eyes. 

There was completeness when I looked in her eyes. Now she was looking in to mine.  

Go be a rock star. 

 You know those pictures by M.C. Escher? The ones with the stairs or the birds or the 

thumbs. I remember that was how she made me feel. You know. When you look at a picture. 

the emotion. She was my emotion. 

 

 She would press her chest tightly against mine and pull me into her body and run 

her fingers over my face and breathe into my ear and tell me these things to make me believe 

in my craft in my world in her. And when she looked inside my eyes I believed her. I was a 

rock star.  

 They found her on a Tuesday. They said they took her to hospital. They told me she 

was dead.  He took a Vicodin to make the phone call. I dropped the phone. Someone 

screaming. Behind me. I think it was me.    

 What happened. Uh-huh. She will. Ok. 

(Someone else hung up the phone.) 

 

of my rock.  And the rock had died in my craft.  And she was nowhere to look at me.   
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Mystic Pilgrim,  
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Wake up call  

Cut it short, stop time, and let it fall away 

Where the light ends, where the light ends 

 

Ten minus one equals nine that means I have more time 

 

Eyes are bleary and the heart is beating too fast. 

All my limbs hurt.  

When driving I like to sing out loud 

They went down that road, that gravel road to get coffee, or to make coffee. 

Anxiety beat beat beats 

My grandfather used to fix my watches giving me more time, his time.  

 

 

 

Pressure is building six stories high 

I will get you your coffee Mr. Monkey just let me borrow that time.  

Where the light ends 

Pink mustaches, one for every day of the week 

When driving it feels like almost like I could fly. 

I am not crying, hold me closer to damn the leak  

Branches reach out to grab and the world opens up below to send her under. 

I wish I could put your movement into words and feel it when I got lonely. 

Got to feed the fish and plow my land 

Step off the train and walk down your street again  

Upstairs by customer service  

I am tired of baby sitting  

 

What is better? A place where many people visit and often leave, or a place where many  

people move away from.  

 

 

Irritation pulsates through the body, all through the body, all the time. 
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we just listen 

 

we just listen (my 

birthdays and i) makes me see        all of you  

(       all of you restless  

 

under these blankets        ) 

i see you, kat, katy, kathryn with a k, losing contact 

in mazes         of stitching and         visits from relatives. 

 

makes me see this blanket fits  

me. i say,        please feel me, feel me warming        you with my  

familiarity          (we just listen 

 

you and i, my im         possibilities, my 

birthdays)         

                          my mother has told me the story 

            we just listen for our story in her story 
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Ode to Joe 

 

hot ebony, liquid obsidian 

breath-giver for the breathless 

valor for the warrior 

  

seeds sown green and dear 

roasted into another incarnation 

baptized in clean water 

deliberate fuel for the masses 

  

your beckoning scent 

altar incense for the early riser 

communion for the late laborer 

icon for the weary 

  

grind among your brethren 

dance in your urn 

spark in human veins 

  

horology and morning bells  

the call to your altar 

anoint us with your energy  

bind us in quick brotherhood 
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the staccato of our loving cups 

our choir song of praise 

in your presence we come together 

heads bowed toward your blessings 

  

uplifting savior 

alight your acidity 

bring us grace  

enervate morning's trance 

absolve last night's sins 
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Harmony Gonty  

Passerby, black & white photograph 
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Back to The Grind 

Mondaze once again 

They deloitter around the water tank 

While I deloitte at my desk 

Those numpty, lazy fools I deloshed them in a blink of an eye 

Now I can deloitter 

This no longer is getting close to a robocracy 
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Thank you for this opportunity 
 

I am excited about the possibility of  

working with your organization 

to help feed starving children in 

Africa. The world needs organizations 

like yours to better the human condition 

whenever possible, and it is possible 

now. The thought of calling families 

across America during dinner to  

solicit funds is very appealing to  

me. I have always had excellent  

persuasive skills and can be quite  

diplomatic when the situation calls  

for it, and the situation calls for it  

now. In my cover letter you will see 

that I have had experience dealing with 

difficult customers, and I expect these 

skills to come in handy when calling 

families across America during dinner 

to solicit funds. The idea of sitting in 

that cubicle with monitor ready and  

fingers poised each minute to take  

action is quite exciting to me. My years 

spent in similar offices making similar 

 

prepared me for this possibility of  
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I am quite excited to be working with 

your organization to better the human 

condition and condition the human 

lives, my life included, in this very 

appealing persuasive poem. The world 

needs more poems like these to better 

the diplomatic situations across  

America when the situation calls for it 

even though the thought of calling 

families in Africa is very appealing 

in this starving persuasion working 

with possibilities across America. 
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Undead 

 

A zombie 

             

The worst has come and gone. 

  

Push the limits of not caring. 

Not connected with a name, 

                        A place in this world. 

I have left. 

  

So leave me alone. 

            I am undead and will move without reason. 
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Late Night Visitor,  
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Iron Tree and Stairway,  

Sebastian Aryana  
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Bhalachandra Sahaj 

Thoughts 

Sometimes they are ringing 

incisions, when to listen to them 

you believe you have spoken.  

 

They could be crooked-mouthed birds 

singing without melody, hanging from a tree 

far away, strained from your dispassion.  

 

Maybe clotted rodents by the door 

whose fear prevents the will 

of their feet to intervene our silent joys. 

 

Or rushes that split the wind 

though the air continues like colors 

mixed by its opposite tone.  

 

But before they have penetrated us 

and we believe their stories, 

they are flits in a still air 

 

ruled by an unnamable fixture 

that was once named by our birth 

and bound to what we were to become. 
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Warning 
 

 Really, Lambie 

No one sets out to be a douche, a tool. 

Sometimes it creeps up on you slowly  

Sometimes life throws you a fastball. 

 

Take back your power 

Flip a bitch. 

The last thing you want to be is a horrible warning for someone. 

So let me hear you, honey. 
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Jason Price 

The Words 
 

Queer is the word the boy heard as he walked through the halls of the high school he hated 
to go. 

Queer 
 

The Gender Fucker looked in the mirror as they lavished in the ambiguous reflection that 
looked back.  

Queer, Gender Fucker 
 

Lesbian is the woman who does not fill the shoes of the society that walks around her. 

Queer, Gender Fucker, Lesbian 
 

Tranny is the word that hate created and hate perpetuates. 

Queer, Gender Fucker, Lesbian, Tranny 
 

Two Spirit is the Indian who has the soul of man and woman living in harmony. 

Queer, Gender Fucker, Lesbian, Tranny, Two Spirit 
 

Fag is the man who lives next door with the man he loves. 

Queer, Gender Fucker, Lesbian, Tranny, Two Spirit, Fag 
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Fifteen 

 

Feet ache, joints ache did I even sleep 

 

Weedies  in the bathroom 

Girls on my mind 

 

Ballz deep in algebra, score like a boss 

Pulled a Chuck Norris move 

Chain text in class, go figure 

Will it ever end 

 

 

Epic dance what to wear 

Girls, spazing out 
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Part I 

 

 Never knew his real name, never asked, everyone called him Scooter and it seemed a 
good fit. For six months we bunked next to each other, in a dorm of two hundred, at Chino, 
one of the many California Department of Corrections facilities in the state where I have 
spent my whole life.  

 Scooter was an easygoing guy who managed to maintain a pleasant disposition in an 
altogether unpleasant situation. Some felt he was too pleasant, and even a bit soft in the 
head. His just about daily habit of trapping flies with a coffee cup did nothing to dispel this 
appraisal of his faculties. In addition, it was rumored he walked in his sleep, and while nei-
ther I nor anyone else had witnessed these nighttime ambulations, the very notion added to 

 

 -around in prison. His first stint was 
nearly two decades ago; he had been nabbed selling stolen motorcycle parts and given 36 
months which he had served at Delano, a real hell hole north of Bakersfield. His offense this 

possession of the fiendish drug, leaving a park known for this sort of activity. This time the 
judge sentenced him to 28 months. It appeared to me, like most else in his life, he just took 
it in stride. 

 
Cheshire cat kinda grin and went about his business. I admit this made me a little uneasy, he 

could he possibly have in this place, and what the hell did it have to do with flies?  

 
say if his method was orthodox or not, but I can say it was resourceful and efficient. With a 

trapping the unfortunates inside. He then poured a bit of water into the cup and shook it a 

fingers pluck off one wing, rendering the poor bastard flightless. This sequence was repeated 
until he had three or four flightless victims, unconscious, in the bottom of his cup. Content,  
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happened to them after that. My interest in his routine soon faded and Scooter became an-
other character moving across the backdrop of prison life, much like the flies themselves. It 
would be five more months, not until my last week in this hole, before the fate of the flies 

 

 

Part II   

  

 The tipping point occurred about 18 months earlier, after the gym had been con-
verted to a dormitory. It was packed with triple decked bunk beds to accommodate a deluge 
of druggies, who like Scooter frequented a local park in search of illicit recreation, and were 
summarily arrested. With them came a bloom of flies and the god awful stench of too many 
bodies in too small a place.  

 

that, an inescapable, near gut retching mix of dirty bodies, socks, underwear, and halitosis 

-  

 

Some, mostly those on meds, would spend the entire day watching flies circling and criss-
crossing the room, and others, while eating, sleeping, or just lying around, allowed flies to 
crawl all over them. This was something I could not abide, it made my skin crawl. At night, 
as a measure of self defense I had taken to sleeping with the sheets up over my head. 

 This did nothing, however, to defend against the cruelest, most inhumane treatment 
inside these walls, snoring. Unless you have had the misfortune of sleeping in close confines 
with two hundred men, it is hard to comprehend how much racket they make. Even with 
cigarette butts stuffed in both ears, this awful cacophony of pharyngeal tissue flapping was 
like some kind of enhanced interrogation. Madness seemed inevitable. 

 Nearing the end of my stretch at Chino, my patience had been worn to a nub. It is a 
fact, the closer a man gets to the end of a sentence, the more intolerant he becomes. So it  
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was for me that night when the snoring had reached a Krakatoa-like crescendo. In a fit, I 
pulled the sheet down, seeking to isolate the source of my torment, somebody to direct my 

caught sight of him. In his hand he gently cradled a collection of dark nuggets which he 
gracefully passed over the open mouth of an unsuspecting snorer. Delicately uncoiling his 

being privy to a fine secret.  

 My last week at Chino I slept unaffected by snoring and with each retching cough a 
self satisfied smile eased across my face. I could not put in plain words the reason for Scoot-
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Wanderer, black & white photograph  

Jamie Lindelof  
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Incredible Origin 

Oh Golden Fleece of the gods 

   Gift from the Almighty Zeus 

Or perhaps you are a gift from some advanced civilization 

   Left here like those erect stones in England 

Whichever you be, there is no denying your life throughout history 

    Among the bloodshed and turmoil in the Holy Land 

    Torturing da Vinci as he struggled in vain to improve your design 

    Keeping Marie Antoinette elegant and warm on chilly nights at Versailles 

    More important to Kane than Rosebud 

    A keepsake for the Dark Knight 

    Treasure the elusive D. B. Cooper may have died for 

And now in my possession 

     Blankey, I hope we never part 
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Sorcerers on the Left Coast 

 

The land was a featureless wasteland surrounded by an ocean of boiling acid until 
one of the gods passed wind, breathing life into the continent. 

The people that settled on the left coast were a peaceful lot that never knew of war. They 
lived in harmony until one day a suped-up Trans Am arrived out of a black mist. Its driver 

 

nese restaurant. The villagers lived in fear of the cruel mystic who demanded worship and 
tribute. Only the finest liquor and pornographic materials would appease him. Subjects 
whose sacrifice was unsatisfactory to Fantabulain would suffer greatly. On one such occasion, 
the wicked sorcerer transformed an enslaved subject into the village latrine. The lesson of not 
offering Fantabulain a tallboy of Natural Ice and a nude Polaroid of your sixty-year-old 
mother was never forgotten by the rest of the villagers. 

There were few souls brave enough to challenge the wizard. In the first year of Fan-
 

No one was as admired among the villagers as the skilled hunter Granthor. Because 
of his efforts, the wild beasts that had once ran rampant and terrorized the community were 
kept at bay. Communal banquets were built on the efforts of Granthor and his fellow hunt-
ers. Many nights after the villagers had eaten to their fill, Granthor would entertain them by 
playing Zeppelin tunes on his six-string. 

When Fantabulain first arrived in the village, everyone looked to Granthor. Sensing 

Instead he chose to wait until the moment was right to free his people. 

One winter day, Granthor saw his opportunity. Fantabulain appeared weak and frail, 
staggering around the village with aid of a cane. It appeared the illness that had left many 
villagers bed-
defeat the evil one once and for all. 

with the trusty blade he had used to slay many a boar, antelope and chipmunk. As Fantabu-
lain clumsily approached the tree, Granthor lunged, intending to fall the foul dictator in a 
single strike. Unfortunately for the great hunter, Fantabulain, was ready for him. 
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trayal, Slutia was awarded a new curling iron. 

With Granthor inches away from securing freedom for the villagers, Fantabulain cast 
off the charade of helplessness and waved a hand at his attacker. Granthor instantly disap-
peared, leaving his blade to fall to the ground. 

Days later, the villagers solemnly ate, still grieving the loss of their champion. 

hope. The meal was interrupted by the arrival of Fantabulain. 

 

 

 

 

 

Fantabulain shook his head, looking at the ground. 

 

-  

The villagers in attendance began to cough and gag. Soon they were all vomiting irony. 

Gronthar ran out of the banquet hall and was never seen again. 

 

*                                                         * 

One spring morning, Fantabulain pumped his sneakers and took a walk through the 
village square. As they had been trained to do, the people fell to their knees and averted their 
eyes. The wizard walked very slowly, enjoying the obvious discomfort his subjects were in, 
when he felt his robe snag on something. Turning around to see what he was caught on, he 
was shocked to find a young boy standing on his vestment. 
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-pubescent voice. 

 The wizard chuckled as a slight smile crept across his face. He bent down to face the 
child eye-to-  

and produced a shiny coin. 

 The collected crowd gasped as Fantabulain fell to the ground. For the first time since 
his rule began, the wizard was scared. 

 
to get to his feet. He slammed his staff to the ground as a circle of black and purple shadow 

 

  

 

began to shake.  

Columns of flame spewed forth through the cracks. Huge gusts of wind whipped the flames 
around as they grew higher. Then the sky opened up as a deluge quenched the fires. The rain 
stopped and the wind died and the earth was calm again. Fantabulain floated down to the 

 

 The boy reached into his pocket and produced a wooden flute. He blew it but no 
sound was emitted. From the trees behind him, a pack of a dozen wild dogs emerged and 
charged. They growled, snarled and bared their fangs as they closed in on the boy, his back 
still turned to them. Just as the dogs were in range to pounce on him, he spun around to face 

 

Instantly the rabid beasts yelped as they fell to the ground. Their eyes were closed, 
their tongues hung out of their mouths and their once heaving chests were still. 

test is  

mediately. 
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At first there was silence. Then a chorus of screams sounded as a chasm 
opened in the ground. A bloody hoof emerged as a golden, horned creature pulled 
itself out of the hole. Smoke poured from his nostrils as he spoke in an inhuman 

-
 

 

The boy said nothing. Taking a deep breath, he placed his open left hand in front of 
his chest with his knuckles facing Fantabulain and his demon cohort. The youngster then 
moved his right hand to cover the top of the other and proceeded to pull his left thumb off. 

back and forth. Then just as suddenly as he had severed this thumb, the boy reattached it 
and wiggled it for good measure. 

The dumfounded wizard quickly approached the boy and grabbed his hand to in-
 

The crowd gasped. 

 

 

 

 

Fantabulain swung his staff at the massive creature but it turned to ash in his hands. 

nape and leapt into the chasm which sealed itself afterward. 

The sun broke through the clouds and the haze that had perpetually hovered above 
the village since Fantabulain arrived dissipated. 

After generations of tyrannical rule, the people were once again free. 

The boy that defeated Fantabulain, a stranger to the village, was never seen again. 

ages. 
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Grandma Rose 
 

I never saw her cry. 

 

She must have 

    On those days when she was quiet 

       and missing 

in the secret corners 

of her room. 

 

I never saw her cry. 

 

She must have. 

    Losing two boys like that 

       in three months 

inside her coat  

of tender strength. 

 

I never saw her cry. 

 

Maybe our young 

and romping hearts 

were too young to know 

of pain like that. 
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Dance  
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Jinyu - Koi of Kumming, China, Photograph 

Danette Davis  
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My New Fishing Pole 

 

gift was an unexpected surprise. The fishing pole was old and slightly damaged. As far as gifts go, I 

rusty pole he had given me.  I would spend hours with my bobber out in the water with no bites. In 

the meantime, my Grandfather, whose fishing rod was considerably better, would be catching fish 

after fish. Finally, I got the nerve to mention the fact that I considered my lack of fish catching a re-

for my own. I spent days on the river throwing caste after caste. I tried different bait and different 

locations on the water. Until one day my bobber sunk and it took a few seconds of shock and awe to 

realize that I had a fish on the hook. I can remember how ecstatic I was while I reeled that fish in and 

 I caught this fish on my old 
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Portrait of a Man 
 
 

A man protects his family from bears 

A man sits on his porch and smokes cigars 

A man drives to work during the week, but 

A man stays home on the weekend to watch football 

A man owns a gun 

A man goes to church on Sundays 

A man walks up steep mountains, but 

A man comes home in time for supper 

A man plays pirates with his sons 

A man builds a house for his children 

A man keeps clean, but 

A man does not like to shower or shave more than he must 

A man knows where to put his money wisely 

A man will occasionally buy toys, though 

A man is still a boy, but 

A man now knows how to act responsibly 

A man likes to work on old cars 

A man reads books 

A man secretly writes poetry, but 

A man is not a writer, not a poet 

A man listens to talk radio 

A man listens to music from his childhood 

A man loves to work, but 

A man loves his wife more 

A man shares memories with his children 

A man shares ice cream with his dog 

A man is very emotional, but 

A man sometimes forgets how to show it 

A man sits on his porch and smokes cigars 

A man protects his family from bears 
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Children 

 
 

locomotive whistle 
cry 
 
grey shadows 
creep 
 
sunflower spikes 
proclaim 
 
seeds no more 
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Consumed 

motherhood consumes me 

 

my sole identity 

 

mostly 

 

but I also like 

 

everything is  

now! please! help! 

I long for 

the indifference of pearls 

or frozen waffles 

with blueberries 

the little one is 

scrumptious with his 

fat cheeks and 

my exhaustion 

I understand why 

some animals 

eat their young 
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        To Wander is To,  

Wade Johnson 
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           Tribute to a Nude  

Mercie Metcalf 
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Deprivation and Longing  
 for Lucille Clifton 

 

These hips are skinny hips 

They take up no space and 

Fit nicely into little pretty places. 

These hips are bound hips 

They face constant scrutiny and 

Require great discipline. 

These hips never go where they want to go 

And never do what they want to do.  Instead, 

These hips are on parade. 

I have known them 

To put a spell on men 

And women too. 

I have skinny hips 

But I long for saucy hips. 
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Severed  
 

 

intolerant of pinwheels, kabobs, the Weather Channel. 

Face Illuminator works on the space between my breasts 

where they say to draw the eyes  

because to have you look in my eyes is like playing chess 

and we both know I always forget what the bishop does or how a queen behaves. 

 

 

on your side of the table fondled and rubbed smooth 

 between your thumb and forefinger.  

 

backwards because going forward makes no sense  

when you figure in the factors  

between here and there. 

 

 

the epidermis tells the brain  

 

so this should be easily cut, 

 

but in the end I want you like Karen wanted those red shoes. 

Finding myself wishing on fallen eye lashes, dandelions 

when they turn to seed, and hope when I hold the stem 
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         in synch 

         with vibes that ride the wave  

                     anywhere in the  

           

   pretty cool, girl, pretty  

 cool, you got that far-out 

thing you call  

you call 

 wow 
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Gretchen Oates  
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 for Kim Addonizio  

 

 

 

but you know how to raise it in me 

like a sleep- walker caught in a nightmare 

reality and dreams  

become parts of each other 

 

 

What is real and what is part of 

 what I hope we can be? 

 

I close my eyes and try to let go 

Of our passion just redeemed but 

 

my body tired my heart awake 

you snore as I stare at the ceiling dreaming 
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O-F-F-E-N 

 

He ignores her faulty, broken misspellings 

 

To him her delicate voice comes in perfect waves 

 Everything wonderful and free of error 

 The way birds fly in formation 
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bleu 

 

azure pools of 

dancing lights 

his eyes 

like stars at dusk 

the colour  

of haze over fields 

in the heat of 

june 

then swept darkening skirts 

over the lake 
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You 

      

I can remember the pehli dafa I saw you 

You were very quiet 

Kharai houi in the corner, leaning 

But your zehn was somewhere else 

I could see your ankhein on me 

 

Staring so intensely, 

You could make a baby cry 

I was lying on the bed 

Laughing and talking to friends 

I turn around and ask  

If you would like join 

You look at me and muskuraye 
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Letter to Kent 

 

Dear Kent: 

Today driving home in traffic, the light at 4th and Magnolia, seemed to take forever 

to change, I noticed a young man moving involuntarily at a bus stop. He stood there and just 

kept thrusting back and forth, over and over, and over. I wondered if his muscles ached from 

the constant lunging and jerking motions. Or have the muscles buried deep within his being 

become so accustomed to the swaying that they are completely numb. He grabbed my atten-

tion, and suddenly I realized that I have no more control over my emotions and yearnings for 

your approval than that young man has over his body. I am willing to go through anything 

just to feel the warmth of your attention. 

Kent, I was brushing my teeth and could barely recognize me in the mirror. What 

about me, perhaps you felt if you could convince me to cut it, you could control me in other 

ways as well. Your demand to cut it compelled me to have it cut so short that I have no con-

-shopping I 

and over. 

The revelation of our relationship moved me so much that I could not come home 

right away. I drove to the park. I use to love to go to the park, the beach, and hikes in the 

nearby mountains. I watched an amazing display that nature put on for me and it made me 

smile. I watched bees dance in the sunlight. They were so free. They were so playful with one 

another. I swear I almost heard them laugh. And that frightened me. I was sitting there trying 

to remember the sound of your laugh. The knowledge that I could not describe it, or even 

laughed? How long had it been since we played and danced? Did we ever?   
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to morph into the person you want me to be. And the harder I try, the more I lose me. And 

 then who am I?   

 

 

I remain affectionately yours, 

Always, 

Your girl 
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Gaze,  
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Shiraz,  
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The Topography of Dreaming 

 

Ebb and flow like sleepers dancing 

in the Pacific, saltwater and seaweed wrapping around  

limbs. Pausing to lick a vision 

off your pulse. 

Like slowcore fans on the floor, we roll over 

 

 

in, the ice will tingle 

as you pour into my lips. The silence of a wall 

until we scratch at it. Here there were Post-Its and now there is a bent 

page, marked, my words effigies  

suspended like a spider.  

 

In Dreamland dancing is more like sinking-- 

waiting in the undertow to be turned again, again. 
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Conversation 

 

We sit together 

Primly 

Like two strangers meeting 

Again. 

You talk, 

I listen. 

I talk, 

You hear. 

We sit together 

I am alone. 

I love you. 

 

After all. 

You talk, 

Someone else can 

Listen. 
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Please for gods sakes please 

 

I feel the bump on your neck 

I smell the cheap perfume and the quick sex 

 

 

 

I hear the hushed conversations on your phone 

 

 

Just give me one wisp of dignity 

And please for gods sakes please 
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My Stranger 

 for Walt Whitman 

 

To a stranger that no longer passes: 

You do not know me any longer. 

You must assume it is you I am seeking, 

However my dreams concentrate on others. 

We had had our time together, 

But I can hardly recall. 

 

I grew up with you around, 

Under one roof we slept and ate. 

Our bodies and mind inevitably in sync. 

But now I would take little pleasure 

in your eyes, face or flesh. 

You are unrecognizable to me, 

So words are hard to speak. 

 

Awake at night. 

 

Maybe one day we will meet again, 

But the reality that I may have lost you, 

Has easily sunk it. 
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 The Hero In Me 

        

 

   He sits alone, this man on a train. His lonely eyes dance to every image of his mem-

ory outside his window. He sees a babe being born crying and an old man closing his eyes, 

he's given up on life. The man sees himself sitting in alleyway. The needle in his arm, and the 

knife in his chest, gives him the reason, the rain gives him the rhythm, he plays his harmon-

ica, he plays the blues. A woman on the train extends her hand to him. She wants to dance, 

he wants to forget. The two join, two bodies become one. The noise of the train is their only 

band. The clacking tracks serve as sufficient tune, enough to dance, enough to forget. 

 

  Her head's to my chest. Who is she, do I know her? Is she lost in my memories, her 

name buried beneath my sin? I become seduced by her perfume. I'm compelled to hold her 

closer. I fear to lose her, but why? I look out the window. I see the gates of heaven and the 

fires of hell, angels and demons sing their tune. The train brakes and screeches, breaking the 

tune that made us dance. I push her back. I look at her. 

"Who are you?" 

 

  You wake up in the hospital. A woman cries beside you. You don't know her, but 

formal. She tells you a tale of a hero saving a damsel from a thug and how the thug stabbed 

the hero. You know you're not the hero of her fairy tale. You tell her. She's hurt, but remains 

composed. She hands you your harmonica, she was keeping it for you. You watch her leave. 

You're sorry for her, but you know you would only abuse and break her. The history of it is 

written on your arm. You notice it's raining outside. It has a rhythm to it, you play your har-

monica, you play the blues. 
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Goblin, Twist-  
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Charon 

 

The day had been a vicious and violent red for centuries, 

And the Devil was reveling in nostalgia. 

 

He had discovered a vagrant in Vegas 

Sitting sentry in a dank doorway on the corner of Martin and Lewis. 

 

Obscured his vital status. 

 

Awake 

Asleep  

Alive 

 

Dead 

Drunk 

Dead-drunk. 

 

The Devil ambled by, 

Swept him up and 

Looked him in the eye. 

 

His face obscured his intent. 

The Devil told him he 

looked like a man who 

    (had seen things) 

       could do things  

          for Him  
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Winter Fog 

You get up for no other reason than the alarm clock has gone off. You go to the 
bathroom and pee, you wash your hands, you brush your teeth, you wash your face, because 

 

 You sit on the edge of the bed and sigh. You contemplate calling in sick, just like you 
do every morning. Finally, you make the call. In a monotone voice you explain to the answer-

ways makes them think you really are sick. 

 
the energy to get undressed again. You get back up.  You go over to the dresser and take out 
a bottle. There is a glass half full- or is it half empty?- of water on the dresser. You take a 
handful of Vicodin- around thirty, thirty-five-  and swallow them in two gulps with the water.  
You think maybe that will help the pain. You sigh again. Then, with great effort, you get back 
under the covers. 

 You sleep another seven hours. You wake up, make another trip to the bathroom, 

The Vicodin, however, prevents you from being able to finish. After a few frustrating mo-
ments, you give up. Shit. 

 

 

 Fu-. 
. O please 

God please God please God please let me sleep. All you want is to sleep. Another twenty Vicodins 
and ten or twelve Ambiens. Goodnight sweet prince. 

 
should eat something, so you down an energy bar and a soda. You turn on the computer,  
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guilty for wasting time on something like a video game. Guitar hero my ass. 

 

these little creatures. You root for them. Then, just before 3:00 AM, the group leader is eaten 
by a snake.   

 
sob because you hurt so bad, you sob because your life sucks, you sob and you have no idea 
why.   

 An hour later, another handful of Vicodin. The last of your Ambien. A few Sero-
quels. Some Somas and your last four percs. Gotta get more percs tomorrow. Damn. Mercifully, 
sleep comes quickly.   

 You get up for no other reason than the alarm clock has gone off. You go to the 
bathroom and pee, you wash your hands, you brush your teeth, you wash your face, because 

 

 You sit on the edge of the bed and sigh. You contemplate calling in sick, just like you 
do every morning. Finally, you make the call. In a monotone voice you explain to the answer-

ways makes them think you really are sick. 

 You pray. Oh please God please just let me sleep some more. Please. 
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John Mulinski 

Fire Under My Feet 

 

 I live with fire under my feet. Wherever I go, there are orange flames dancing out 

between my toes and under my heel. It makes life very difficult for me. When sleeping in 

my feet will often drop and catch my bed on fire. The smoke in the room coughs me awake 

every morning. I leave scorch marks when I go down the wooden stairs, and I have to stay in 

the couch.   

 I love to go to the park and relax. Sometimes the cool breeze off the nearby coastline 

-kept lawn. Everywhere I walk, I get people 

flame. 

 

A half-

that sets my feet on fire. My friends, family, work, school, lovers; they all keep this fire stoked 

underneath my steps. To extinguish the flames would be to extinguish my life completely. So 

 

 

Dedicated to a girl who had a brilliant idea, which ignited the ashes of her thoughts and filled her head 

with the feeling of summer. 
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Amanda Martin Sandino 

moving on 
 

I was never a smoker, but after you left 

I smoked myself through an entire pack of Marlboro Lights 

 

I burned a votive candle with the picture of the Virgin on it 

and used its flame to light the first 

I used the first to light the second  

the nineteenth to light the twentieth 

 

I transformed myself into a constant practitioner of stoicism 

I read Nietzsche and believed in nothing 

I read Nishida and believed I was nothing 

 

I dyed my hair black and murdered it flat and lifeless with an iron 

I plastered white cream on my cheeks to hide their color 

I cloaked myself in black as though I intended to attend a funeral 

 

I stopped ordering Lemon Drops and Strawberry daiquiris 

I ordered whisky, dry, or a bottle of bitter wine 

and hoped each time that the liquor would  

turn my insides into a vinegary formaldehyde 

or an acid that would rot away my many useless organs 

 

I was never a Feminist, but after you left 

I looked online to try to find some place to burn my bras in public 

 

Who cared whether or not they looked perky and inviting? 
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Amanda Martin Sandino 

I searched for someone to join me in my rage, my awakening, my liberation 

I was somewhere around forty years too late  

 

So I built myself a funeral pyre and threw my bras on top 

I tossed all my lacy panties into the flames 

I cut my all my hair off with an oversized knife 

I rubbed the paint off of my nails and filed them to stubs 

I washed away the color from my eyes and lips 

 

Later, I went to a lesbian meet up without anything on beneath my dress 

I flirted with everyone around me, and raved about The Feminine Mystique 

I had never read The Feminine Mystique 

 

I traveled to the local sex shop and bought myself a personal massager 

I drove to the drug store and bought three packages of double-A batteries 

and secretly hoped I would accidentally electrocute myself 

  

I was never a rover, but after you left 

I finally got around to updating my passport,  

I withdrew all of my savings from the bank 

 

I carried myself across borders, went as north as I could 

I went downward until I could go no farther south, then traveled at random 

 

I rode on horses and boats and one camel and taxis and buses 

I took carriages and subway trains and light rails and streetcars 

I walked and I walked and I walked and I walked 

When my feet bled, I wrapped them up, and bought a bike 
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Amanda Martin Sandino 

I filled up my passport with stamps and became an expert on 

Disembarkation and Embarkation forms 

 

I ate and drank a thousand things,  

I attended weddings and funerals and quinceañeras and graduations and Bar/t Mitzvahs 

 

I visited places where white was the color of death 

I wore white there 

I spoke the international language of silence 

I think I was understood, though I still knew nothing 

I hitchhiked and hoped my drivers were sociopaths. 

 

 

I lost and found and lost and found myself on a hundred different occasions 

 

I erased your touches, melted every kiss away with Purell 

I tattooed my arms, which had so often been in your arms 

I jammed rings through the nose that you had loved to tease 

 

 

I bought a cat to keep me company at night, to purr and love me 

I named it after you at first, then changed it to something inane 

 

I stayed awake for three months straight, I thought 

I tried every fad and tried on every stereotype  

 

I spent hours walking through graveyards, slipping past funerals 

I was that strange woman in the background, quickly forgotten 
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I even went to grief counseling, would you believe it? 

I told the man with the beard and a kind face everything, all of your secrets 

 

 

I bleached my hair and dyed it brown 

I bought myself some new underwear  

I removed my many rings and lasered away my tattoos 

I packed my passport away in a safe deposit box 

I somehow found myself a new job 

I started rebuilding my savings 

I got some Nicotine patches from the pharmacy 

 

 

And, yes, I even went to see you again 

I brought you a dozen roses, white, and I carefully avoided 

all the funerals in progress 

 

I said good-  

I lied to my counselor 

I lie to him still 

 

And I never for one moment intended to move on. 
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Theresa Roberts Logan 

Brace Yourself,  
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Theresa Roberts Logan 

The Messenger Olympus,  
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Kim Griffin 

Autumn Colors 

 

To see the Autumn colors 

Red, orange, yellow, brown 

Trees so bushy, thick and tall 

 

The desert is where she came 

Brown, hot, dry, dusty 

Not where she wanted to be 

 

So bright and energetic 

Not so long ago 

Now days are short, limited 

 

Tickets for Connecticut 

For mom, brother, me 

Dad knew he would be alone 

 

The rental car, nice and smooth 

Blankets and pillows 

Morphine too, kept her pain free 

 

Connecticut, amazing 

Soft sand, soft waves on the shore 

It brought a tear to her eyes 

 

Walking on the wet warm beach 

She soon did realize 

Footprints  
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Overwhelming sense of ease 

Her mind, body, soul 

Now her troubles are so small 

 

Leaving the beach behind us 

Yearning for the Fall 

Beautiful colors to see 

 

We traveled through New Hampshire 

Down the turnpike way 

We finally reached Vermont 

 

The trip was taxing on her 

Slowly she would move 

Nearing the end, this could be 

 

The rental car, nice and smooth 

Blankets and pillows 

Morphine too, kept her pain free 
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Gary W. Farris 
 

I Watch You Dying 
 

 

 

Yet still I watch you dying;  

still I watch you dying, 

Yet still I cannot stop you, from whatever you are trying. 

My armor has all rusted with the tears that I am crying, 

 

 

Yet still I watch you dying. 
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John Mulinski  

Turkey House, drawing in  
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Andrew Funk 

Gobbler in the Woods 

 

two of my friends. We put on our camouflage clothing, and get everything we need out of 

box call from the glove compartment. The trail is an old timber road that is still intact. Look-

ing down from the hills, I can see farmlands all around, and due South, Loon Lake shines in 

the afternoon sun. The alpine climate is drier than the Puget Sound region, and the Ponder-

osa Pines mixed with Douglas Firs dominate the landscape (along with thick brush). The 

fresh air and dry dirt smell good. Keeping our eyes pealed, we observe our surroundings with 

all the detail and care of an artist for the signs of our prey  listening to the noises of the 

woods, watching the trail for any animal marks (and signature byproducts), and most impor-

tantly, looking for any tom turkeys. 

 

 A strange looking bird, the Merriam species male turkey is a large bird with brown feathers. 

The red heads, spurs, feather coloration, and tail fans are the identifying marks of a tom. The 

call of a tom is the most exciting and adrenaline pumping experiences of a good turkey hunt. 

a campfire. Meat that fresh is about as good as it gets.  
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Claudia Nielsen 

Oh, to be a Cow 

  

Driving along, 

sagebrush lines the roads and covers the round rolling hills. 

A few brown cows grazing in the fields; 

Immune to the constant traffic that cuts through their landscape. 

 

              No papers to write, 

                     No one to impress with their genius or sense of fashion. 

 

               

Have they done all they could with their life? 

              Should they have grazed better; smarter? 

Did they teach their little calves to  

    share their patch of grass 

   and to live honorably? 

Did they teach them of  

   respect  

    and hard work? 

              Will they be able to support themselves 

                     And contribute to the well being of their fellow cows? 

What could they possibly be worried about? 

                            Oh, to be a cow. 
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Labored Land, photograph  

Jamie Lindelof  
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Sign of Hope,  

Maizy Brown  
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Melissa Grimmer 

Link to Memories 

 

They say that scent is the  

strongest link to your memories.  

They are right, it is. 

 

I saw the once green collar, browned  

by mud made from dirt, sweat, and rain,  

in her Louis Vuitton purse. 

 

It smelled like him. It smelled 

like a concentrated dose  

of his musky wet doggy smell. 

 

        

                  She offers 

                 

                                                    No, keep it with the box  

                                                                                        where you keep him now. 

leave it there so at least,  

 

his scent will linger for a while still. 
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Katherine Seidemann 

Variations on Variations 
      for Steve McCaffery 

 

Existentialist Basho 

 There is no pond there 

 The plop is meaningless 

  To the frog  

  

 Phenomenology Basho 

   The frog is intentional about the plop 

   The pond is intentional about the plop 

   The plop is about the frog 

    and the pond 

   Only the plop is conscious 

 

Andy Warhol Basho 

   Frog, Frog 

   Frog, Frog 

   Pop 

   Fame 
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Katherine Seidemann 

 

 
 

Looney Tunes Basho 

       for Chuck Jones 

 

       Box 

       Frog 

       Song 

 

       Audience 

       Frog 

       Silence   
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Katherine Seidemann 

Under The Narrows Bridge,  
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Derek McCallum 

 

 

 

two things I care about at this point. But then the text messages and calls start coming; 

I start to think about what I should do. For some reason this creates a sense of anxiety within 

tant I keep myself involved  or else there might be severe relationship changing conse-

quences  

 

 

good time. How can I have so many thoughts about such a miniscule thing as going out to a 

bar or movie? We will see what the night holds   
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The Day the Englishman Tried to Steal Don Quixote Away 
 

 Fifty cents was far too little- too little by half at least 

 It would have to be a dollar, it would take nothing less 

 To buy me away from the glorious pulp fiction of my youth 

 Where aliens waged epic wars lasting thousands or millions of years 

 In 150 pages or fewer 

 

 I would complete Don Quixote de la Mancha by Friday 

 And Monday was already half done- the lunch bell just ringing 

 A book that might have better been a murder weapon or doorstop 

 I toted it around with my textbooks and notebooks 

 And felt a little important 

 

 In English, its sentences would not go gently toward periods 

 Or question marks or even an exciting exclamation point 

 For pages, commas and GRE prep words skipped along together 

 Dancing through my head like a fast-tempoed ballet 

  

 

 I knew all about Don Quixote and his silly Sancho Panza 

 Or at least, I thought I knew everything about windmills 

  

 The metamorphosis of putas into princesses 

 Mamá had told me the stories. 
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 Amanda Martin Sandino 

 
 
 
 

  

 Which spanned at least thirty pages.  Maybe I understood one. 

  

 - -  

 The English translator said. 

 

 Don Quixote, who could look at a can of store-brand soup and see a banquet 

 And Sancho with his sanchismos, chasing off boredom with his lips 

 The princess- - who is not a princess, just like me 

 When all the mysteries have become science, they have created newness 

 With this dead white man 

 

 Cervantes in his prison cell is nothing, nothing at all like the Marquis de Sade 

 He is no Fyodor Dostoyevsky or Daniel Defoe or Oscar Wilde or John Milton 

  

  

 To long and windy ugly words 

 And protect the Literary Canon 

 Gracias a dios 
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Kelsey Agnes Volkert 

Fin 

 

Until about three days ago, the city as a whole disregarded the idea that the world, 

their world, could ever really come to an end.  There had been no real warning, no evacua-

tion, and when the rains came, when the winds came, when the dam broke and floods came, 

there was nowhere for anyone to go.  Nowhere but under, and in the desperate panic and 

fear, most of them simply cringed in their homes, in the streets, on roofs and up in the high 

parts of skyscrapers. The waters washed them away, and they drowned, still doubting that this 

horror was truly to be their death.  

 In the last bastion against the raging destruction, a handful of strangers have gath-

ered, huddled and nearly speechless, waiting for rescue or for the waters to rise and claim 

- a battered dive bar on a high hill, ram-

shackle in its best days, and now nearly miraculous in its stubborn refusal to collapse  or be 

ripped apart by the winds.  

 Two contortionist twins sit back to back, arms entwined, legs bent into meditative 

pretzels. They are singing softly to each other and to themselves, making peace with the end. 

Their dark hair hangs wetly down their backs, and in the shadowed half light of the dozens 

of candles and flashlights which illuminate this last place, they seem to merge into one an-

other, sisters and shadows and indeterminate selves.  

 At a pool table surrounded by candles, Johnny Carlton is playing his last game, lin-

ing up the cue ball and watching one after another of the clicking spheres glide into the their 

ever tasted. He sinks another ball, and thinks to himself that this might be as good a time to 

die as any.  

 And over by the bar, a slight young Asian girl is cheerfully trimming the hair of these 

in this place with nothing but her combs and scissors and the things her daddy taught her. 
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There are maybe a dozen others, crying or numbly staring, on bar stools or half-collapsed on 

the floor. Their eyes are empty; they clutch at the last water soaked pieces of their lives. Some 

of them have fresh haircuts; some of them have bleeding wounds. A girl with a missing shoe 

is talking to herself. A Hispanic boy, his gas attendant shirt embroidered with the name Hec-

tor, holds in his cupped hands an antique quartz lamp. Someone handed it to him on the 

why, exactly- 

on to, all he has left to protect since he watched his mother and his sister and his girlfriend 

and his grandfather all washed away in a wave of water.  

 At a far booth sits a man in an expensive Italian coat. He nurses a glass of scotch and 

smokes a slightly damp Cuban cigar.  In his lap sleeps a tiny child, dressed in a cheaply made 

nightgown, her curling black hair tightly braided. He picked her up off the streets as he ran 

from death. He saved her, but only for a short time. Now, he watches the water seeping un-

der the door, listens for a helicopter that will never come.  
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Janice Bechtol 

Last Call 

It all started when the music stopped. 

There he was, trying to make tracks. 

Smug, charmless, 

Reptilian in fake leather and polyester, 

Full of false snobbery and 

Enough sexual jealousy to choke the room. 

He scanned the place with nocturnal eyes 

And tried to stuff his tail deep inside his pants. 

The restaurant rush was over 

 

The scent of loneliness was everywhere. 
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Shahrzad Mahmoudi  

Summer Vine,  
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Contributors: 

This is MARY ADAMS fin quarter in undergrad here at Bothell, and she's loved every mo-
ment of it! This publication is her second in a row for Clamor, which only adds to the proud 
accomplishments she has achieved in her college career.  Mary advises ALL students to take 
as many creative writing, creative movement, and creative thinking classes as possible, during 
your time at UWB, to challenge yourself in ways you never thought you would. Never under-
stand that you will believe, but believe that you will understand... except for spiders... kill 
them all... 
 
After unsuccessful attempts at Helsinki Academy of Fine Arts and architecture at Helsinki 
University of Technology, SEBASTIAN ARYANA studied civil engineering and then computer 
networking for one year each in Helsinki, Finland. He came to the United States in 2000 
and received an associate degree in Computer Security and Forensics. Here at UWB, he will 
graduate this Spring with the STS major in IAS, and then plans to apply for graduate study 
of Art History at UW Seattle. 
 
JANICE BECHTOL is a senior at UWB in the IAS Program (American Studies). She loves read-
ing poetry and is thrilled to be included in these pages. 

 John Adams 
 
DEBBIE BROWN is a first year graduate student in the Cultural Studies program. She is the 
Lead Mentor for the Writing Center and is a graduate research assistant for Professor Kanta 
Kochhar-Lindgren, in which capacity she is the assistant editor for the scholarly journal Thea-
tre Topics. Outside the walls of UWB, Debbie teaches piano lessons and collects African art. 
In her down time, Debbie enjoys hanging out with her son, entertaining, and taking naps. 
Lots of naps. 
 
MAIZY BROWN is an Environmental Studies major and actively involved in Puget Sound res-
toration projects.  She is currently training as a Sound steward with People for Puget Sound 
with her 9-year-old daughter, Osha. When she is not digging up invasive species, she enjoys 
dancing in drum circles, going to Barter fairs, or exploring new and exciting places with her 
daughter. She sees the beauty and art in nature every time she steps outside. 
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DEBORAH CAPLOW teaches courses on visual art and culture in the Interdisciplinary Arts and 
Sciences Program at UWB. Some of her specialties are Mexican art, art and politics, the his-
tory of photography, women in art, and art from Impressionism to Surrealism. She has re-
cently published a book about the Mexican printmaker Leopoldo Méndez, and is currently 
researching graffiti art. She also photographs graffiti (and other things) during her travels to 
foreign lands, especially Portugal, Spain, and Mexico. 

CARY YUN CHEN CHOU was born in Taipei, Taiwan. She is a Community Psychology stu-

 
 
COURTNEY COHAN was born and raised in Brooklyn, New York. She moved to Seattle for 
school a few years ago and is currently attending the University of Washington. 
 
DANETTE DAVIS is a northwest girl originally from Portland, but she has lived in Seattle since 

Over the years she has forayed into making a few short films composed of her photographs. 
She enjoys traveling the globe taking pictures and being in the moment. Her biggest photog-
raphy high will always be shooting the WOMAD festival in 2001 at Marymoor Park for an 
independent music magazine her husband works for. How often does one get the chance to 
shoot in the real front row beside CNN? 
 
LISA DECRAIS has spent the last couple years learning to navigate in a box and now won-
ders if there is a real world app for that. 
 
KAT DOUMA There once was a woman from Edmonds 
  Who spent all her time in a whirlwind 
  As of late she's emerged 
  With a song and a dirge 
  To complete post-secondary education 
   
  At home she dances and sings 
  (Sometimes her neighbors throw things) 
  But she plays it off cool 
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LINDA EDWARDS-BEY was born in Sierra Leone, West Africa and spent most of her child-
hood in both Sierra Leone and Liberia. She immigrated to the United States in 1991 and 
began a career in nursing the same year, working as a Certified Nursing Assistant. She has  
worked in various capacities as a Certified Nursing Assistant, Licensed Practical Nurse, and 
currently as a Registered Nurse. She received her BS in Nursing from UWB in 2009, and she 
is currently enrolled in the Master of Nursing program. She is married with two children. 

 
PATRICIA EL KOURY is an aspiring writer currently living in Sammamish. Previous works 
have appeared in the award winning 2008 edition of Yours Truly. Other works appear in the 
2009 edition of Clamor and the 2009 and 2010 editions of Yours Truly. Patricia is a Culture,  
Literature, and Arts major and also a contributor for the student-run online news, The Husky 
Herald. She is often seen haunting the third floor of the library. 

 
BEN FARHNER is looking forward to earning his bachelor's degree in computer science in 
June, and he has an inclination for art and making things. Music is a big part of his life, as 
both a listening and a creating experience, and he plays several instruments. In his spare 
time, he likes to do web development, getting in on the DIY scene in various ways, working 
on his 1968 Mustang, and, occasionally, writing lyrics and poetry. 
 
GARY W. FARRIS, a UWB senior, loves writing, literature, and cinema. He has previously 
published as a writer of short stories, an essayist, a poet, and a playwright. Because his six 

well, he has been an infantryman during the Vietnam War, a police officer, film critic for a 
rock and roll newspaper, and is currently Director of IT Security at Bellevue College. An itin-
erate teacher, he has taught film, humanities, and computer classes at Bellevue College, High-
line Community College, and Pierce College. 
 
ANNETTE FLOYD is a senior Business student at UWB who is studying marketing and man-
agement. She is an entrepreneur and enjoys spending time with her family and friends. 
 
A long-time fan of Dr. Seuss, CATE FOSTER

tinues to this day. She is also a fan of chocolate, Emily Dickinson, sarcasm, passports, and 
the serial comma. After graduating this June, she looks forward to improving the world 
through art and theatre. A long-term goal is to haunt libraries after her death. Much love to 
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Once every five hundred years, the dark and unnatural clouds vigilantly shrouding the tower-
ing heights of ARNIE FRANKE  third story apartment dissipate. On these nights, the peasants 

 

in smug majesty, is all of these things, and more. 
 
ANDREW FUNK 
accounting from Central Washington University, and is working on becoming a CPA. An-
drew has also run for political office twice, once for State Representative in 2008, and losing 
by 135 votes, a close run for Mountlake Terrace City Council in 2009. In his spare time An-
drew enjoys the outdoors and hunts turkey and duck. He also enjoys fly fishing and spending 
time with his friends. 
 
HARMONY GONTY is a Seattle native who has lived most of her life surrounded by art. She is 
currently pursuing a degree in Communications and Visual Communication Design, and 
after graduating from the University of Washington she plans to further her education with 
an art degree. Harmony feels like art can be found in everyday life. Interests include graphic 
design, photography, drawing, and music. She has her own radio show every Friday night.  
 
HEATHER HUGHES GRIFFIN is a scrappy little poet and writer attending UWB in pursuit of 
her BA. She will graduate in June 2011. Heather imagines she still has a decent outside jump
-shot and she's pretty sure she could still hustle pool. While balancing the demands of home, 
family, and school she is grateful that one of her skills is the ability to crack herself up. Oscar 
Wilde said, "A poet can survive everything but a misprint." It's a damn close thing, but she 
does. Thanks to the love and laughter of friends and family. You know, coporofic isn't even a 
word?! 
 
KIM GRIFFIN is a Registered Nurse and will be graduating from UWB in June 2010 with her 
Master of Nursing Degree. Her school, job, husband and three kids keep her busy, perhaps 
insane. Poetry releases her and transforms her to a gentle flame. If not for the prodding of 
her nursing professor, her words would remain unseen. 
 
MELISSA GRIMMER, UWB alumna and Associate Editor of Clamor 2008, is finishing up her 
two years of exile in Bellingham and is looking forward to rejoining society in the Seattle area 
once again this summer. 
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MONA HALCOMB 
She is now inspired to gather up all those scribbled notes on napkins, envelopes, and post-it  

Stanwood with her husband, Bill, and two adorable dogs; well one adorable dog and one  
-

and is currently a first-year graduate student in the Master of Arts in Cultural Studies pro-
gram also at UWB.  
 
ANN HEMMONS was named Rosemary Ann by her missionary parents. She grew up in Brazil, 
the United States, and Chile, and now lives with her husband, two kids, and one cat in Kirk-
land. Ann wanted to become an attorney and excelled in her academics while being active in 
the community through Rotary. She left the University and moved to the U.S. to pursue her 
passion in International Studies. She is a Cultural Studies student at UWB and her current 
study involves covering indigenous representation. Her inspiration for writing has been ques-
tions of marginalization and mainstream identity formation. 
 
JESSICA HOFFART has been voted the Queen of Random (which is perfect for a poet). She 
was taught to dumb it down, but she rarely paid attention in that class. She owns two hearts 
and three diamonds, but she constantly loses her water bottle. She believes in the comedy 
and tragedy of Koi. She has a thing for love in general and Aries in particular. If you sit next 
to her, you will make a new friend. 
 
WADE JOHNSON is a Washington native and UWB alumnus exploring art forms and life 
forms. 
 
STEVE KNUTZEN

etry, song lyrics, and short stories that twist popular genres with his own unique sense of hu-
mor. He has been contributing to a blog, wholemessopeeps.blogspot.com, since the begin-
ning of the year. Batman, The Beach Boys, and Wing Dome are his three loves in life. Steve 
will be graduating from the IAS program in June. 
 
JAMIE LINDELOF started Lindelof Photography with her husband. In 2009, with much love 
and support, they launched a business that focuses on weddings and portraits of all kinds. 
She enjoys the little things in life, and feels blessed to be pursuing a passion like photography 

capture a moment in time, the love between people, and the pure joyful, adventurous, beauti-
www.lindelof-photography.com 
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TERESA ROBERTS LOGAN uses mixed media, including recycled and reclaimed materials. Her 
work is in collections from Brisbane to Hydra to London, and all over the U.S., in the collec 
tions of Whoopi Goldberg, Sherri Shepherd, Pat Garcia, and Kyoko Cox, among others. 
Women are featured in much of her work, and sometimes women and children. She is inter-
ested in women's place in society, and how they exist on many levels, functioning in different  
capacities, and doing many tasks, as well as leading in very different ways. She incorporates 
unexpected elements such as beadwork on reclaimed billboard vinyl, to enhance the pieces. 
For more information, go to http://www.LaughingRedhead.typepad.com, or e-mail her at 
LaughingRedhead@mac.com. 
 
SHAHRZAD HERRY AHMOUDI is Persian, and at the age of five first showed her interest 
in art and painting. Living in Iran with the citrus orchards, rice fields, green hills, and tea 
plants inspired her to put her feelings on canvas. She continued with art at Bothell High 
School, where she was nominated to receive the Greater Bothell Chamber of Commerce Stu-
dent of the Month award. And now she is happy to be a student at UWB because of the op-
portunities to achieve her goals. 
 
DEREK MCCALLUM is currently a senior at UWB in the IAS-CLA program. He transferred 
sophomore year from Auburn University where he majored in English and Finance. Derek is 
a native to the Seattle area but attended high school in St. Louis, MO at Chaminade College 
Preparatory. He resides in Kirkland. 
 
MERCIE METCALF was born and raised in Texas by a single mother with her two sisters. They 
moved a lot and so she spent much of her childhood in her head. Art is one of the few things 
she lets escape. 
 
JOHN MULINSKI  I love 
you. I have been loving you. I think it was when I saw you smile. I love when you smile. 
Sometimes, you forget to smile or don't remember how. I can teach you again, or at least re-
mind you. It's not that hard, it's just hard to find a reason. If you need to, you can use me as 

 
 
ADAM MYERS is a junior at UWB who enjoys writing poetry and short stories much more 
than doing his homework. 
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CLAUDIA NIELSEN: Mother of many; Grandma of some. 
   Daughter of two; wife of just one. 
   I like to write when I have extra time  
    
 
GRETCHEN OATES just graduated Winter Quarter from UWB with a major in IAS: Culture, 
Literature, and the Arts. She is now in the K-8 Teacher Certification program here. She has 
been married to her husband, Ben for 13 years and they have two daughters, Courtney, 9 
and Cami, 5. 
 
JASON PRICE is a junior at UWB, and will graduate with a BA in Community Psychology in 

orientation. In his spare time he likes to shop on e-bay, sleep, hang out with friends, and 
cook. He also likes to clean and finds it to be very relaxing. He has a house full of animals 

 
 
BHALACHANDRA SAHAJ is a widely published spiritual lyric and haiku poet who resides in 
Shoreline. He has written one full length poetry collection, two chapbooks, and a novel. His 
most recent chapbook of poems is At Last, a compilation written in transit: either on a public 
bus, or in a car. 
 
AMANDA MARTIN SANDINO is and isn't, depending on her mood, the moon, and other 
things beginning with M. She lives with four cats, and thus believes that her writing reads 
like Colette's, which it doesn't. Luckily, the cats humor her. 
 
KATHERINE "KAT" SEIDEMANN is a poet with more vice than versa. Born in NYC and teethed 
on moon-rock, yet here she is -- tattooed and party-haired: Proud UWB student, humble 
writer, lover of clever puns, animals and the Rolling Stones, reader of dictionaries, propo-
nent of the semicolon, speaker of twaddle, clothed in Freudian slips. She is an old soul 
shored up by immaturity (and punk rock). She rarely meets a useless fact or anthropomor-

 
 
MARYAM SOOMRO was born in Pakistan and has been in North America for over 12 years. 
She loves to travel and plans to travel all over the world one day. Maryam is a junior at UWB 
majoring in Business with a focus in accounting and finance. She has been an involved stu-
dent at UWB. She is currently the ASUWB Director of Student Advocacy, the president of 
the Intercultural Club, and a member of UWB DECA. Last year she was a member of the 
Campus Events Board and an orientation advisor. 
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STEVEN A. TRACY is the youngest in a German Norwegian family of five. The short story 
"The Hero in Me" was written while Tracy was enrolled in a creative writing class at Edmonds 
Community College. Tracy likes reading older literature and watching older movies because, 
in his opinion, modern stories and movies have become more of a way of making money and 
not a way of expression. 
 
KELSEY AGNES VOLKERT was born in the ancient tunnels under Calcutta. Believed to be the 
illegitimate daughter of His Supreme Eminence, the Emperor Fredrik of the Were-rats and 
the immortal Queen of Sheba, she was permanently separated from her parents during the 
great gnome uprising. Fortunately, she was taken in by the ghost of Marcel Duchamp, who 
tried and failed to teach her to play chess. Until recently, she resided in Bothell, but was 
forced to relocate due to a marauding band of cannibal pirates. She now lives in Austin, 
Texas, where she primarily subsists on mangos, Blue Bell ice cream, hush puppies, and sweet 
tea. 
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